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    John Guillebaud (Gil-boe) 
     Emeritus Professor of Family Planning                                                                                              

 & Reproductive Health, University College 
      Margaret Pyke Trust, London 
     Elliot-Smith Vasectomy Clinic Oxford  

                                                                                                 
     

 Population Matters... 

                                           [Mobiles silenced?] 

                 

Each dot 
= 1 million 

people 
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The Impossible Hamster 

The Impossible Hamster 

A [GHG- 
Producing] 
city 

for 1.5 
million 

is built  
somewhere 

every 
week 
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 Wild species are now only 3% of vertebrate flesh on the planet  

BIODIVERSITY – the 6th great extinction…. 

RWANDA 
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TESTOSTERONE - WEAPON  OF  
MASS  DESTRUCTION 
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The Pill is  
Mightier  

Than The  
Sword 

Forget future climate change, 
once-in-100-year extreme 
weather events are already 
happening, NOW, somewhere 
in the world, most weeks … 

2011 Extreme Floods: 
Brazil, Australia, Thailand, Philippines 

  Worldwide burning of forests 
continues unabated - causing  

   c 20% of world CO2 emissions…. 

  Size of a football-pitch is lost         
every 4 seconds	  

350 million years of buried sunshine, guzzled in c150 years! 
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The IPAT equation  
   Environmental “IMPACT” has only 3 

causes which multiply with each other: 

             I  =  P x A x T 

•  Technology, its “green-ness” per 
person 

•  Affluence/effluence and consumption,      
again per person 

•  Population, the number of persons…. 

Want to reduce I=Impact? 

•  T = technology helps++ but experts agree, 
can’t do it all – eg fossil fuel alternatives 
much less energy dense + intermittent  

•  A = Affluence OUGHT, globally, to go up: as 
the only way out of poverty is by ↑affluence 
of the poor, so they can enter the ‘middle 
classes’ – increasing mean world footprint 

   [added to which is the unforgivable inertia   
of already affluent, to consume less!] 

•  P = reducing Population is all we have left!   

So why don’t we address them all? 

[Wisely, compassionately, always 
in a rights-based way] 
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    Extrapolated from solid 
     data:  NOT AN OPINION... Isn’t this the ultimate ‘Inconvenient Truth’?                              

planet finite…sustainability WILL happen…which way?   

 “      ” 

el                                            that nobody talks about”                              
ele          

eleTheThe 
“The 
elephant 
in the 
room.. 

ele 

TABOO 

  “                   ” 
 Please never    say this! 
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 Rearranging the deckchairs? 

  Amazing scientific advance: ORGASMS WITHOUT BABIES…. 
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•  In every country with >2 children: there are 
many barriers to family planning, both 
tangible and intangible 

•  Important barriers include:  

•  Non-availability of methods 

•  Misinformation and myths 

•  Religious dogma [from the top only!]  

•  Malign influence of males, blocking 
female empowerment and rights 

•  Fatalism, ‘children happen’, ‘always have’ 

One thing is clear  

www.populationmedia.org 
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POPULATION,	  HEALTH	  and	  
ENVIRONMENT	  

Integra7ng	  family	  planning	  for	  
humans	  with	  conserva7on	  	  	  	  

of	  other	  species	  

Dr	  Vik	  Mohan	  

Medical	  Director	  

SE MADAGASCAR 
Preliminary	  results	  

Over-consuming and already too many 

“Contraception 
should be used on 
every conceivable 
occasion” 

Spike Milligan, c 1970 
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